Customer Testimonial

ABCorp is a World Class Corporation
with a history that is almost as old as
America itself, dating back to 1795.
Faced with the difficult challenge of managing a
multi-national, multi-entity, multi-currency corporation,
ABCorp reached out to Synergy Resources and the
Synergy Strategic Business Services Group to help
design a scalable foundation that would support the
corporation’s future growth needs.
The Synergy Strategic Business Services Group
immediately helped to bring visibility to our company's
strengths and weaknesses through a series of
business process mapping sessions. Together, our
companies effectively prioritized the improvement
opportunities identified during these mapping
sessions and established a plan to move forward.
The Synergy Team then worked closely with our
company to re-engineer critical processes while
concurrently installing and configuring a multi-national,
multi-entity, multi-currency ERP system to support all
the ABCorp locations.
The Infor Visual Manufacturing ERP system, in
combination with Synergy’s ERP Extension Tools
were then used to train our employees on the new
processes and conduct a series of pilot tests to
develop our expertise with both the newly engineered
processes and the software’s features and functions.

The Synergy team’s extensive knowledge and
experience in manufacturing, finance, continuous
improvement and change management were
instrumental in our companies achieved success.
Synergy’s Technical Support Team provided expertise
in supporting data migration and programming
needs during the project and helped to solve several
complex problems throughout the journey.
All our locations, World-Wide, are now operating in
a single Visual Manufacturing database, with multisite, multi-entity, multi-currency capability and we are
rapidly turning our attentions to strengthening our
quality systems and look to our strong partnership
with the Synergy team to support our goals and help
us achieve our business objectives.
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ABCorp is a World-Class company with
corporate offices in Stamford, CT and locations
in the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
From our origins as one of the first companies
to print currency for the United States to our
role today as a leading provider of critical
products, documents and services for the
financial market, ABCorp is an experienced
and trusted partner. Today, we offer a wide
variety of products and services such as secure
documents, EMV and contactless payment
credit and debit cards, instant issuance
programs (identification and payment), and
sophisticated digital and contactless solutions
including mobile payments.
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